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To Whom it May Concern
My opposition to any more wilderness in Idaho, or especially Custer county is certainly not for my lack of love
for wild lands, biodiversity, scenic beauty, sustainable development or any of the other catchy, but meaningless
terms used to transfer control of millions of acres of (so called) public lands over to global control under the
auspice of the UN. (Agenda 21, Agenda 2030, America 2050, Mega Regions, etc)
For those who are willing to look, "they", whomever they are, are quite candid about their plans for humanity.
There are plenty of books, speeches, and even monuments spelling out their plans for global depopulation.
There are protocols, and treaties galore, including a 1140 page tome called "Global Biodiversity Assessment"
where they specifically encourage a system of "Core Wilderness Areas" surrounded by "Buffer Zones" similar
to the 382 (worldwide)"Biosphere Reserves" that were created by "UNESCO" (ie. UN).
For the US, their published plan, calls for the gradual implementation of the so called "Wildlands Project",
which boasts a central theme of converting 50% of North America to "Wilderness" which will be off limits to
humans. The Wilderness to be connected by "Wildlife Corridors", also off limits to humans. These areas are to
be surrounded by "Buffer Zones" that may allow limited human use, under the control of the Federal
Government in collaboration with certain NGO's. Humans are to be confined to the remaining 25% of the land
in (so called) "Sustainable Communities".
Having attended multiple public discussions and meetings about Wilderness, Wild and Scenic Rivers, or the
ESA (among others), with regard to Grazing, Logging, Mining, Recreation, and many other local concerns, I
can honestly say that I do not know a single person who is in favor of giving up our land, custom, culture,
resources and possibly our lives to foreign interests (read bankers) who control the UN.
We obviously no longer have any semblance of representative government when it comes to local control. I
am delighted to offer my input, but it is a bit terrifying to watch as the (so called) totalitarian tiptoe marches
across our beloved country, gradually implementing the very nightmare described in their literature.
Unfortunately, it is OK to many because we have been politically steered into a perverted form of "gang rape"
(called democracy) where as long as 51% agree it is perfectly ok, and even encouraged, to rape the other 49%.
When you control the dialog, and perception (read media) it is pretty easy to falsely convince most that they get
to be the rape-ers, and not the rape-ees. Surprise, Surprise.
Cheers!!
Gordon Fulton

